AAV SPEED TRAPS

ABEY ‘SPEED TRAPS’
ALL-IN-ONE S&P AAV TRAP
Eliminates unnecessary fabrication work

SP40AV – 40mm trap

SP50AV – 50mm trap

C10AV – Bottle trap

Abey Australia manufacture and source the best of breed plumbing
products the world has to offer. Their range of Fantastic Plastic
plumbing products provide plumbers superior quality plumbing
solutions to save them time, space and money. Abey’s all-in-one Speed
Traps feature an integrated air admittance valve (AAV) that neutralises
syphonic pressure enabling internal, under sink waste installations
without the fabrication of costly and unsightly ventilation pipes.

ABEY FANTASTIC PLASTIC PLUMBING PRODUCTS
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AAV SPEED TRAPS

INTEGRATED AAV S&P TRAP
ALL-IN-ONE SYSTEM
Abey’s new S&P Speed Trap will save you time and money. By drawing air through the integrated AAV valve,
the system neutralises syphonic pressure before it reaches the seal of the trap. Therefore, it provides the
equivalent of a ventilated system without the installation of costly and unsightly ventilation pipes.
| Prevents the release of foul air

|	Allows for greater design flexibility

|	Reduces risk of syphoning

|	Used in both new and existing systems

|	Can be used in most internal situations

|	For single fixture only

The unique design draws air through the valve and not
through the water seal eliminating gurgling for a quieter
discharge. Integrated AAV vents internally and eliminates
the need for secondary ventilation and additional pipe
fabrication.

S&P Speed Trap
fittings for 40 and
50mm pipes – allows
for greater flexibility
in plumbing design.

Extended universal dishwasher
inlet with 25mm BSP thread for
easier fitting of outlet hose.
Adjustable fittings provide easy
adjustability and watertight results.

CONVENTIONAL WAY
To eliminate external ventilation, an AAV
can be incorporated but takes up time
and valuable cupboard space.
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THE EASY WAY
Abey’s ‘Speed Trap’ with AAV solves the problem.
Saves time, saves space, saves unnecessary
fabrication.
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THE HARD WAY
Old style waste trap installations require
ugly, expensive, time consuming fabrication
of external vent pipes.

Easy fit removable plug for
faster installation of dishwasher.

